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visometrics ma-2 is an adjustable field magnifier that provides 2.5x magnification. the glasses are fitted with 2.5x zoom lenses and have a rubber nose-piece. the ma-2 can be adjusted both horizontally and vertically. eyeglass frames made of abs plastic are available in a choice of 7 colors. the ma-2 is used for reading and close work. there are models
available for reading and close work. all models measure 9.5″ x 3.5″. there are a  visometrics ma-3 is an adjustable field magnifier that provides 2.5x magnification. the glasses are fitted with 2.5x zoom lenses and have a rubber nose-piece. the ma-3 can be adjusted both horizontally and vertically. eyeglass frames made of abs plastic are available in a
choice of 7 colors. the ma-3 is used for reading and close work. there are models available for reading and close work. all models measure 9.5″ x 3.5″. there are a  visometrics ma-4 is an adjustable field magnifier that provides 2.5x magnification. the glasses are fitted with 2.5x zoom lenses and have a rubber nose-piece. the ma-4 can be adjusted both
horizontally and vertically. eyeglass frames made of abs plastic are available in a choice of 7 colors. the ma-4 is used for reading and close work. there are models available for reading and close work. all models measure 9.5″ x 3.5″. there are a  the visomax ma-5 is a magnification stand which can be used to assist a person with low vision by magnifying
any object that can be seen through two eyepieces. the ma-5 consists of a 2.5x objective lens (convergent lens), combined with a magnifying eyepiece with a flat field lens. the lenses are interchangeable. an arm is used to hold the eyepiece eyeguide in place with a hinged arm and screw fastener. the eyeguide has a built-in light. the ma-5 can be used
with all glasses frames. it is a large, hand-held magnifier 
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the reading and drawing bright light is a portable magnifier designed for use by individuals with low vision. it has an optical-grade 6x to 10x magnifying lens with a 1.5-inch (38-mm) eye relief. it provides bright light for reading, drawing, and a wide range of small objects. options: an 8-watt, full spectrum led light the 3x hand-free compact led bar
magnifier is designed for use by individuals with low vision. the device provides 3x magnifying lens and is made with clear optical grade acrylic lenses. the magnifier is ideal for viewing newspapers, inspecting small objects, examining maps and extremely small texts, blueprints, hobbyist, engineers, maps, coins, stamps, electronic parts, needlepoint,

jewelry, model building, and photos. the viewing area is 6 x 1.5 inches which covers entire 5 rows of letter size p the 3x hand-free compact led mag detector is designed for use by individuals with low vision. the device provides 3x magnifying lens and is made with clear optical grade acrylic lenses. the magnifier is ideal for reading small print, observing
minute artifacts, examining postage stamps, measuring objects, under the desk, in musty old books, labels, and photos. the viewing area is 6 x 1.5 inches which covers entire 5 rows of letter size p the visomax, models 2083-04, 2084-04, and 2085-04, is a magnifying lens on a stand with a light for individuals who have trouble seeing. the combination

features a large field stand magnifier and the super lite (see separate entry). maximum magnification and object distance permits easy working beneath a large field lens which may be turned by 360 degrees to any reading position. there is a choice of three lenses. the lenses are aspheric, pxm lightweight lens with duplex coating and magnificatio
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